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February 19, 1965

MSC Dragons Accept NCAA
Regional Tourney Invitation
by Larry Scott, Sports Editor

With Moorhead State's acceptance
to play in the NCAA small-college
regional tournament, St. Cloud State
will now meet Augsburg at the sea
son's close to determine the District
13 representative in the NAIA event,
held in March at Kansas City.

On the strength on their success
ful basketball season, Moorhead State
was awarded and accepted an in
vitation to compete in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) tournament March 5 and 6.

Mankato State, eliminated from
title contention in the NIC with Tues
day's defeat at the hands of St.
Cloud State, belongs only to the
NCAA and would not have been
eligible for NAIA competition, had
they won the loop crown.

It is not known yet where the
Dragons will play, but it is expected
that the regional tourney will be
held at the University of North Da
kota.
The Dragons are one of two area
contingents to accept invitations. The
powerful Sioux of UND, nationally
ranked in the small college top ten,
have already indicated their prefer
ence to compete. The Sioux are one
of two teams to beat Moorhead State
this year, the other being St. Cloud
State.
Moorhead State was informed of
Dragon Coach Larry MacLeod
their invitation Monday and coach
Larry MacLeod, after conferring with
school officials, accepted the bid. The
To be awarded the NAIA bid,
members of the Dragon basketball
team also voted unanimous approval. the Dragons would have had to win
the Northern Intercollegiate Confer
By accepting the tournament offer, ence title,- and then beat the winner
Moorhead State forfeited all possibili of the Minnesota Intercollegiate Ath
ties it had to play in the National letic Conference, high-flying Augs
Association of Intercollegiate Athle burg. The Dragons are able to accept
tics (NA1A) tourney.
only one tournament invitation.

Moorhead State, having already
established their winningest season
in basketball history, meets St. Tho
mas next Tuesday night in their final
home contest on the year and closes
their regular season next Saturday
when they meet Mankato State at
Mankato.
MacLeod has already surpassed
the best of his 10 years at Moorhead
State College. MacLeod's team finish
ed 13-7 during the 1956-57 cam
paign. His current team has a 18-2
record and has broken the all-time
record for most wins in one season.
The old mark of 16 wins was estab
lished under Coach Roy Domek dur
ing the 1946-47 season.

34 Students Seek Senate
Posts; Election Wednesday
The names of 34 MSC students
will appear on Wednesday's General
Election ballot for positions on the
Student Senate.

Social Science Senator post. The they will appear on the ballot appears
other candidate, Larry McCrank, re below:
ceived 97 votes in the tight race.
President: Mike Lestina, Dave Carl
A total of 368 students turned up at
son
the polls to register their choices. 23
In the only contest in the primary ballots were declared invalid.
Vice-President: Richard Cochran
election held Wednesday, Feb. 17,
Balloting for the other Senate posi
Secretary: Dennis K. Lien, Virginia
Ron Burnside and Tom Meinhover
survived the voting by registering 125 tions was not necessary in the pri Richter
and 123 votes, respectively, for the mary as no contests were involved.
Treasurer: Bill Newton
Four more students withdrew their
Business: Mel David Krohn, Curt
names from nomination before the
primary date. They were Robert Hes- Gudmundson
sler for Social Sciences and Wayne
Music: David Braseth
McFarland, Barry Butzow and Larry
Education: Bruce Gilbertson, Kay
Carlson for the Senator-at-large posts.
Dale
The general election will be on
General Arts: Richard K. MikkelWednesday, Feb. 24, from 9 a.m. to
son,
Timothy Warner
4
p.m.
Election
booths
will
be
set
by Sylvia Paine
up in the Student Commission Room
Creative Arts: Richard Dutcheck,
"Apathetic" is a term that has been M110 (near the West Lobby of Mac- Pam Wimmer
applied to the MSC student body Lean Hall.)
Natural Sciences: James Benedict,
frequently this year. However, if it's
All names will appear on the ballot, Joe Bernick
any consolation, it seems that apathy
even in cases where there is only one
is far from being a new development.
Physical Education: Neil Starks,
person seeking the particular office.
Past student commission elections
However, it should be noted that the John Morely
have shown a surprising lack of in
ballot does not have to be complete
Social Sciences: Tom Meinhover,
terest on the part of the students in
ly filled out to be valid. Write-in Larry McCrank, Ron Burnside
who governs them.
candidates are illegal.
Speech-Theatre: Clayton Johnson
In 1961, 550-600 (nearly 50%) of
An open forum, with all 34 can
the students turned out to select Jim
Senators-at-Large: Dennis Heiberg,
Nagel president over his opponent didates presenting their views and Jeff Burrill, Ronald Bratlie, James
Bob Schmidt, by a margin of 381- platforms will be Monday evening, Alan Arneson, Dale Swenson, Michael
262. Other officers elected that year Feb. 22 at 7:00 p.m. in the Hagen G. Johnson, Viki Littlefield, Cheryle
were Jim Weiler, vice president; Jo Hall Auditorium.
Merkens, Doug Biss, Tom H. Collins,
Ann Schneiderhan, secretary; and Rod
The final listing of candidates as Dan Carlson and Jane Parker
Melbv, treasurer.
Percentage turnout in 1962 drop
ped considerably from the previous
year with 594 students, only slightly
over one-third of the eligible voters,
electing Rodney Baker president over
Dave Lutes, 297-282. Charles Krumweide was elected vice president;
Judy Livdahl, secretary; and Ronald
Johnson, treasurer.
The Moorhead State College chap State Teachers College, Minot State
But in 1963, the student body ter of Kappa Delta Pi, national hon College, Aberdeen State Teachers
turned out in force to elect James orary society in education, will be College, St. Cloud State College,
Jasken president over Lowry Craig. host to the Regional Conference of Augustana College, Macalaster Col
1,112 (60%) of the students voted, this society on Sat., Feb. 20, (tom lege, and the University of Minnesetting a new record for student com orrow.) The regular sessions and sota-Duluth Branch are expected to
mission elections. Also elected were group discussions will be held in attend.
Bob Woodbury, vice president; Diane Hagen Hall with the noon luncheon
Monear, secretary; and Doug Grouws, scheduled for Dahl Hall.
Members of the local chapter,
Gamma Gamma, acting as the plan
treasurer.
Three representatives from the Ex ning committee are; Dororthy Don
Students returned to the normal
trend in 1964 when Henry Walther ecutive Council of Kappa Delta Pi ley, Wanda Sittko and Roger Hick
defeated John Ingersoll for president, will be here to speak at the general man. Dr. Werner Brand is Counselor
sessions and act as consultants for the for the group.
with only 947 students voting. Marv
group discussions.
Romsland became vice president;
Lynn Johnson, secretary; and Dave
Delegates from chapters at North
All members of Kappa Delta Pi
Carlson, treasurer.
Dakota State University, Valley City are invited to attend.

Past Elections
Drew Small
Voter Turnout

Kappa Delta Pi Hosts
Regional Convention

Noted Philosopher, Kingsley Blake Price

At Wednesday Convo

Kingsley Price, Noted
Philosopher, To Speak
Dr. Kingsley Blake Price, Professor
in Philosophy and Education at the
Johns Hopkins University will be the
guest speaker at a Convocation to be
held on Wednesday, February 24 at
10:00 a.m. in Weld Auditorium.
Dr. Price, an outstanding American
philosopher with international reputa
tion, will speak on the topic "The
Place of Philosophy in a Liberal Ed
ucation." He will be introduced by
Dr. Clavdon Robbins, Dean of Ed
ucation at MSC.
Dr. Price is a graduate of the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley,
where he was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa during his junior year. He re
ceived his M.A. and Ph.D. in Phil
osophy from the same institution.
His major areas of intellectual
concern include general philosophy,
education and the philosophy of ed
ucation, literature, art, science and
ethics. Dr. Price is also especially
interested in the philosophy of the
famous eighteenth century philoso
pher, David Hume, on whom he
wrote his doctoral dissertation: Me
taphysics in Relation to Ethics: A
Study of Hume.
Another special field of interest
for Dr. Price is music. He is an ac
complished pianist, and before decid
ing to enter philosophy, he consider
ed a career as a concert pianist.

In addition to his present position
at Johns Hopkins University, Dr.
Price has also been a member of the
philosophy departments of the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley,
Columbia University, Stanford Uni
versity, Sarah Lawrence College, and
the University of Washington.
Dr. Price recently published a
book, Education and Philosophical
Thought, which has received univer
sal acclaim. At the present time, he
is working on two more books,
Aesthetic Experience: An Essay on
Knowing and Appreciating, and Phil
osophical Foundations of Education,
both of which are scheduled for pub
lication in the spring.
Also to Dr. Price's credit are 28
articles and reviews in major journals
of philosophy and education, and
nearly 20 lectuies and papers pre
sented during the past 15 years.
A faculty luncheon will be held at
noon on Wednesday in Kise Com
mons, at which time there will be an
opportunity for informal discussion
with Dr. Price.
This Convocation is probably the
most significant, informative and
challenging presented this year. Stu
dents and faculty are encouraged and
strongly urged to take advantage of
this unique opportunity.
All residents and students of the
Fargo-Moorhead area are welcome.

Adolf Scherbaum Here Feb. 26

Paris Chamber Orchestra
Features Famous Soloist
A special highlight of the Paris various sections, and notably among
Chamber Orchestra's 1964-65 tour of the soloists;" from Barcelona: "A prothe United States, which includes a
concert at Moorhead State College
on Friday, February 26, will be the
(Continued on page 2)
appearence of trumpet soloist, Adolf
Scherbaum.
Adolf Scherbaum was introduced
to American audiences during the
debut tour of the NDR Symphony
Orchestra of Hamburg. He was im
mediately singled out of critics as
one of the most superlative Bach
trumpeters of the present day. Time
Magazine devoted an entire column
to expounding his talents, and, "by
popular demand", he will return to
America as soloist with the Paris
Chamber Orchestra.
Press acclaim from Europe and
North America has been uniform in
its praise. Thus, from Geneva: "One
cannot ask for more meticulously
controlled nuances, more carefully
proportioned balance between the
Orchestra Director Paul Kuentz

Fine Arts
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EDITORIALS
Student government elections annually produce cries of
"student apathy" from the candidates and interested students.
With the adundance of the current comment about apathy float
ing around the campus, let's make an attempt to view the situa
tion in another light.
It is possible, we feel, that the level of importance that in
some cases is attached to student government, might be out of
proportion.
Why shouldn't the majority of MSC students, who are con
cerned primarly with getting an education, have little concern
for the election of student government leaders. The student gov
ernment in the past has carried little importance in the affairs
of the college.
This is not to say that a governing body is not necessary.
The Student Senate is a necessity for the functioning of student
voice in the college. But, the student government has in the past,
limited itself. It has desired to do little more than attend weekly
meetings, (the shorter, the better) and approve passage of few
issues that could be ranked as major concern.
Each year there appears to be two types of candidates.
Those who are heavy leadened with proposals. "Longer library
hours-Clear Sidewalks-Better Health facilities, etc., etc." And the
candidate who has no platform or proposals. And if victorius, he
usually doesn't develop any during his term of office. But what
difference does it make? The candidate who makes the yearly
proposals, mentioned above, has no control over most of these
commons problems. So he has no real advantage over the can
didate who isn't even attempting to bluff "Joe College" into think
ing that he is sincerely concerned and dedicated to student gov
ernment.
The past Student Commissions have apparently all been
adequate. They have, seemingly, satisfied the majority of stu
dents. Most of the Student Senate candidates will be adequate
and the body to be elected Wednesday will likely function in
an adequate manner if the student body desires only adequacy.
Student government can, however, be more than adequate if the
student body demands that it be strong.
The first step in increasing the strength and prestige of
the Student Senate is through the election of a strong slate of
representatives. This obviously will not be fully accomplished
this year because many qualified students did not file for office.
The two presidential candidates both appear to be competant in handling the executive duties of the Senate. The cam
paign will be waged mainly on Carlson's "experience" and Lestina's
"sincerity". Either of the candidates will be adequate. The ques
tion that the interested portion of the student body must ask is
"will either of the candidates be more that adequate?"
We urge you to carefully consider the candidates before
voting. Attend the open forum Monday night. Question the can
didates. Make sure that he is the most reliable and best qualified
person to handle the job.
Let's elect more than the candidate with the flashiest,
GL-70ish smile.

Civil Liberties Union
To Meet Next Tuesday
The prospective Fargo-Moorhead
chapter of the American Civil Liber
ties Union will hold its second meet
ing on Tuesday, February 23, at 8:00
P.M., in the Moorhead Public Libr
ary. The meeting will feature a panel
discussion of civil liberties problems
in the Fargo-Moorhead area. Panelists
will be Dr. Theodore Donat, Chair
man of the Fargo Human Relations
Commission, Norman Nelson, Moor
head Police Magistrate, and Dr. Step
hen Wasby, of the Moorhead State
College Political Science Department.
Also to be discussed are the pur
poses, objectives, and future activities
of the organization. All persons in
terested in the formation of this chap
ter are cordially invited to attend.

KMSC

Campus Coed
of the Week

Ginny Richter
sophomore from
Moorhead, Minnesota
Sponsored by
TOWN AND COUNTRY
FLOWERS

Ingleside Lounge Remains As
Granduer Of MacLean's Past

English Club To Meet
The Moorhead State College Eng
lish Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. Mon
day night in Ingleside.
Topic of discussion for the meet
ing will be "The Beat." Discussion
and reading of poetry by members
of the MSC English Department and
special guests are on the program.
All English majors and other in
terested students are encouraged to
attend the meeting.

Fine Arts

(Continued from page 1)
found and rigorous conductor;" and
from Montreal: "The Paris Chamber
Orchestra demonstrated the qualities
which permit us to compare it with
the best groups of its kind. They
have discipline, balance, depth, at
tention to detail, perfection of style,
and individual excellence of each in
strumentalist."
The instrumentation of the group
normally consists of seven violins,
two violas, two cellos, one double
bass, and either piano, clavichord or
organ. To this basic unit may be
added wind instruments (flute, oboe,
bassoon, trumpet, horn) to achieve
the combinations desired to the pre
sentation of more Bandenburg Con
certos. Thus, the ensemble maintains
a flexibility that enables it to perform
works of all styles and periods.

by Betty Smart
"Why yes. Dr. MacLean was Presi
dent of our college when MacLean
Hall was built, and it was named af
ter him. He was of Scottish descent.
I think that's why he wanted to call
it Ingleside."
These were the words of Dr. Byron
D. Murray, Director of Graduate Stu
dies, as he told me of the history
of Ingleside Lounge.
For a long time after my arrival
at Moorhead State College, I, and
many of my friends, didn't know
where Ingleside was. Now I know
it is that long, cozy, smoke-filled room
across from the Registrar's Office in
MacLean. It is now used as a faculty
coffee room during the day, and in
the evenings various organizations
use it for teas, receptions and club
meetings. These gatherings are ex
tremely different from the use for
which Tngleside was originally in
tended.
When MacLean Hall was built Dr.
MacLean wanted to set aside a spec
ial room for special functions. The
room was built exactly as it remains
now. Unlike many other parts of the
building it hasn't had any partitions
added or taken away. At the north
end of the room is a door which us
ed to lead to the Dean of Women's
Office. Her office was put there so
she could be the official "watchdog"
of Ingleside and its furniture, dishes,
and various other appointments.
The most important part of Ingle
side Lounge is its fireplace, for that
is where the name come from. "In
gle" is a Scottish word which means
"a nook or corner by a fireplace".
Thus, Ingleside was meant to be a
cozy room with a fireplace in which
to gather for very formal occasions.
When originally designed, Ingleside
was used only for the type of formal
doings that are seen very little in

this era. Faculty receptions for new
students, teas, dinners and other im
portant gatherings of the college were
held there. Women wore only formal
dresses, and men wore tuxedos, dinner
jacket or at the very least, a dress
suit. Formal meetings of townpeople
were there too, because many faculty
members belonged to civic organiza
tions. This fact of membership gave
the organizations the right to use
the school's Lounge.
Across from the Lounge is Ingle
side Kitchen. The cupboards are
stacked with hundreds of glasses and
dessert dishes of many types, and a
complete set of china dishes. Very
few of the originals of this set, used
since 1932, are missing because of

Letter to the Editor
Mistic Reporter Surveys Campaign Promises
To The Editor:
Last Monday night at the open
forum I made a list of all the cam
paign promises as expressed by the
12 candidates for senator-at-large.
With this list of promises I proceeded
to find, by talking to the necessary
authorities, just how probable it is
that the senators working through
the student government could keep
their promises. The following are my
findings:
1. Remove ice from the sidewalksThere are two possibilities in keep
ing this promise. First, the senator
could do it himself. Second, the stu
dent government might have some
influence by submitting a recom
mendation to the proper authorities.
But, since this is a considerably hard
winter there is a considerable amount
of ice, which takes labor and money.
Where does the money come from?
By the time you answer that one
there won't be any ice anyway. I
suggest the fastest method — that the
senator do it himself.
2. Improve the convocation attend
ance—
This is a big issue. It seems that
the general student opinion in this
area is, "First improve convocations.
If the convos offer something worth
attending the attendance will natural
ly improve." But, the budget for
something like 20 convos is around
$1,250.00 dollars which comes from
the activity fund. On a budget like
that they have to take what they get
when they find them. A common fal
lacy is that convos are to entertain
students. Actually, convos are for in
tellectual stimulation. But, according
to members of the faculty, the stu
dents at M.S.C., compared to those
in eastern colleges, are intellectual
deadheads. To keep this promise the
senators would have to raise the bud
get, heighten the intellectual atmos
phere, and get out some better pub
licity. The latter is most likely but
will they do it?
3. More strict enforcement of pro
bationFirst we must understand that pro
bation is enforced. There is a com
mittee of seven members who set and
carry out the enforcement according

to a prescribed but flexible plan.
However, there are things that the
student senate could do to help stu
dents on probation, if they ever
thought they might like to take the
initiative. They could have dorm
counselors enforce more rigid rules
to discourage television, late nights
and card playing. They could see that
the members of sororities and frater
nities have the required G.P.A. They
could encourage faculty members to
require more of students on proba
tion.
4. Improve health service.
The need has already been re
cognized and there are long-range
plans for a new service. But, this
takes a bond issue, bids, and the
state legislature. What more could
our student senate do? Perhaps sub
mit a recommendation — a waste of
time.
5. More student participation in
student governmentAfter reading this issue of the
Mistic you will probably wonder,
Why should
they participate."
First why not have more student
senate participation in student gover
nment. Or maybe a soap box set up
in the circle would help.
6. More faculty members at con
vocationIt may be something the faculty
caught from the students. One mem
ber of the faculty suggested, "Try
shaming us into attending."
7. Replace the carpet in the stu
dent commission room—
If the senators really wanted it
done they could do it themselves. It
only costs aiound $700.00. Yet, when
there is going to be a student center
in a few years (the senate won't be
using the room then) and MacLean
will be remodeled in a few more, it
would be financially inefficient to do
it now.
8. Issue dorm keys to girls 21 and
over—
Since there is still so little dorm
room any girl who wants the free
dom and responsibility may live off
campus. However, a recommendation
rom the senate might do something
on this one.
9. Fight student apathy-

breakage. They are Syacuse Chinathis particular flower pattern being
called "Cathy". The silver service
used with the china was donated to
Ingleside Lounge by the Pi Mu Phi
sorority in honor of one of its mem
bers, Moselle Weld Hagen. She was
the daughter of President Weld
(Weld Hall) and wife of Dr. Hagen
(Hagen Hall), and one of the found
ers of her sorority.
For those students who were un
aware of the locations of Ingleside
Lounge, its use or history, I suggest
you wander up there one afternoon
and peek in. The Grandeur that was
the Rome of Moorhead State's past
can be sensed in the very curtains
that cover the paned doors.
They could provide leadership,
publicity, encourage groups and or
ganizations to take part, encourage
individuals to become involved. You
and I know if they will or not. Even
if they do it's a long, discouraging,
uphill battle.
10. Abolishment of activity ticket—
Nonesense. To keep the other pro
mises the price of activity tickets
would have to be raised.
11. Abolishment of cumpulsory
meal ticket—
The state college board require
ment is that all students living on a
campus of a state school must take
board at that school. Another state
requirement is that all students going
to a state school and not living with
their parents must room on campus.
That means—if we had enough dorms
we would all stay on campus and eat
on campus. There's nothing the sen
ator can do.
Well, this is what the people who
are supposed to know something
about it say. Decide for yourself how
much faith you want to put in campaign promises, in senators, in student
government, in . . .
Robert Larsen

To The Student Body
A mistake has been made. The
Election Rules Committee made a
adenda to the Election rules last week
and all candidates were not officially
notified. This adenda stated that per
sonal campaigning would be ex
tended on the Tuesday nights pre
ceding the Primary and General elec
tions until 12 p.m.
A complaint was registered to the
Rules Committee by candidate Mike
Lestina, who felt that he was not
properly notified and was thereby
placed at a disadvantage since his
opponent knew about the adenda
and had spoken to various groups
on campus Tuesday evening. The
Rules committee apologizes to Mr.
Lestina and to the other candidates.
Good luck next Wednesday.
Student Commission Election
Procedures Committee

Dr. Charles S. Robinson
Optometrist

Contact lenses
233-1743
315 Center Ave.
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Women's Dorm To Open For Occupancy In Fall
A new 204 bed women's residence
hall, presently under construction,
will be ready for occupancy this fall,
according to MSC administrative
Dean Earl Herring.
Ground was broken for the struc
ture on July 28, 1964. It is located
east of Dahl Hall in a complex that
will eventually see the erection of
several other buildings in addition to
the present existing structures, Dahl
Hall and Snarr Hall.
The new dorm will include a cen
tral commons area for the addition
of a 400 bed dormitory slated to open
in the fall of 1966. Construction of
the addition will begin this summer.
Foss, Englestad and Foss are the
architects and engineers of the $745,000 project.

Student Senate Candidates State Platforms
The Mistic asked the Presidential
candidates to present their back
ground and platforms for publication
in today's edition. Also interviewed
were the candidates for the other
executive offices. Their stories appear
in alphabetical order.

Carlson
David S. Carlson, who is now serv
ing as the elected Treasurer of the
Student Commission, is a Senior from
Parkers Prairie, Minnesota. He has
majors in Instrumental and Vocal Mu
sic and a minor in Business Educa
tion.

Sophomore Class President; special would like to work to organize stu
honors Freshman and Sophomore dent support of longer library hours.
As vice president, Rick will be the
years; President, Sigma Tau Gamma
fraternity, 1964-65; corresponding representative of the education de
secretary, STG, 1963-64; member of
Interfraternity Council; member of
Dave further said that if he is Sociables freshman year; Co-chair
elected President, he would like to man Homecoming 1964; member of
pursue further:
Frosh Faces will be available within
one month after commencement of
classes in the fall for approximately
one half the six hundred dollar price
now being paid."

(1) A revamping of the Photo-ID sys
tem. The photo ID would be like
a credit card, which would serve
as a
student's
identification
throughout his MSC college
career and would serve as a valid
ID when accompanied with an
activity card of that quarter for
all college activities.

kept in the Archives of the Library.
In the duties of secretary, she be
lieves her past Budget Committee ex
perience would be helpful. She
would also like to promote more
interest in the new Student Senate
through more direct cooperation with
the MISTIC staff. If elected she has

1

(2) A new, increased phone service
to include such things as a larger
switchboard which in turn would
allow an additional phone on each
dormitory floor and provide more
lines for outgoing and incoming
calls to and from the college and
dormitories.
(3) Increased library hours to provide
the service Concordia is now pro
viding for MSC students.
(4) A poster printing machine which
is found in a majority of colleges
around the country. This machine
would aid the Publicity and Pub
lic Relations Committee to more
effectively fill the purposes for
which it was set up.
Dave has served with the Student
Commission Executive Committee
since his election last spring quarter
and has been a member of the Coun
cil on Student Affairs and Budget
Committee. He served as Vice Presi
dent and Treasurer of the Snarr Hall
Dorm Council for two years and is
now a Residence counselor in Snarr
Hall. He has served as Vice President
of the Band, a member of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity, Tau Chi
Mu Fraternity, and has been active
in intramural athletics, the band,
choir, and the stage band.

(5) Night security guards on campus.
(6) A revision of WHO'S WHO by a
system which students would not
be solely selected by popularity
nor totally by academic achieve
ment. These people would be
selected for their overall excel
lence in their participation and
work in and for the college com
munity.
(7) A college bus for student activi
ties such as for athletic trips.

(8) Improved safety condition to in
clude snow and ice removal and
Dave is a Midshipman in the U.S.
signal lights on 14th street for
Navy. While attending Officer Can
dorm residents crossing the street.
didate School, last summer in New
"With the approval of the new Stu
port, R.I., Dave was in charge of 140
college graduates who were enrolled dent Senate Constitution, the stu
in the OCS program at the Naval dents have asked for and have been
War College. Dave graduated 47th given more responsibility in the
out of his class of 2000 at Officer handling of college and student af
Candidate School and will be com fairs. I am prepared and qualified to
missioned an Ensign at graduation accept this new responsibility.
ceremonies in the spring of 1966.
The role of the President is more
Dave said, "That the position of crucial this year than ever before
Treasurer has given me the first hand because the man you will elect will
experience in working with faculty, be responsible for setting up and co
administration, and students in such ordinating an entirely new form of
areas as the budget, the Council on student government. A form of stu
Student Affairs, the Constitution Re dent government which is unique. A
vision Committee and in effect, as form of student government which
Treasurer, I am the only student who has long been needed on this campus.
When you go to the polls to vote,
knows where approximately $108,000 of student activity fee money has think first of effective, of mature, and
of experienced student government."
been allocated.
Dave Carlson
As a member of the Commission
Executive Committee, I have seen the
problems which result from inade
quate student government which in
turn has affected the whole arena of
Junior Mike Lestina, a Biology
college life on this campus.
major from Long Prairie, Minnesota,
This is evident, for instance, in the has promised "sincerity" to the stu
publishing of Frosh Faces. In a cou dent body of Moorhead State Col
ple of weeks you will finally be able lege, as his main objective if elected
to pick up your copies of Frosh Faces. as president of the Student Senate.
1 have worked out a system through
Mike's college activities include:
the Audio-Visual Center whereby

Lestina

partment to the student senate. Al
though he is running unopposed he
doesn't feel that this will hinder him
in accepting the responsibility of this
office and he hopes to do as fine a
Academy of Science; member of
job as Marv Romsland has done the this to say, "As secretary of the Stu
SNEA; Ballard Hall Counselor;
dent Commission I would be willing
past year.
Kappa Delta Pi Academic Honor
to work on any committee I would
Society; and Financial Aids to Stu
be delegated to."
dents committee.
Virginia has served as secretary
"I will work for the students and
of Ski cub and of a Church group.
with the students. I pledge to foster
Dennis Lien has several things that She has been a member of Blackand maintain a spirit of mutual moral he would institute into the duties of
friars, Sociables, and is a pledge of
aid and support among the students secretary if elected. At present, mail
Delta Zeta sorority.
and between the students and facul ing lists for those receiving Student
ty-"
Commission minutes are outmoded.
Not all faculty members are getting
"The promises I have made and minutes. Therefore, changes should
will make are not idle promises. be made. Also, Student Commission
They are my word to you to work
The candidate for Treasurer of the
for you. I want longer library hours,
new Student Senate is William L.
better parking facilities, a closer com
Newton, a junior from Ashby, Min
munication between students and
nesota.
faculty. I want your wishes as stu
Newton is a transfer student from
dents translated into school policy."
the University of Minnesota. During
"Many students have no associa
his two years at Moorhead State Col
tions with campus life, other than
lege, he has taken an active part in
several student activities including;
class attendance. These people do
not have the opportunity to express
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Tau Chi Mu,
their desires and interests. I welcome
Blackfriars, Concert Choir, Honors
Convocation, Deans List, and Home
the use of open forums and propose
coming committee member.
to make the student government
more accessable to individuals who
Bill states that he feels he is
wish to know what is happening and
qualified for the position of Senate
to those who wish to make things
Treasurer due in part to past ex
happen."
perience as assistant bookkeeper and
clerk at the Steven's County Mem
"Besides the promises that all can
orial Hospital and as assistant man
didates make, there is one thing you
should ask for, sincerity."
ager of tne J. J. Newberry store in
Moorhead.
"I am fully and personally com
mitted to any future policy or mech minutes presently in the library
When asked about his platform,
anism which will help me serve you should be put where they can be seen. Bill added that his main issues were
Dennis would make arrangements 1) to do an effective job in carrying
and this campus."
with Mr. Cill along this line.
out the duties of the treasurer as
"It is my strongest desire to give
stated in the constitution, 2) to work
Dennis
has
worked
with
the
campus
action, leadership, and voice to a
side by side with the Senate presi
student government which will work school library, 3-Board, Snarr Hall dent in achieving ideas and ideals
Policy Committee, Language Club,
for you."
Sociology Anthropology Club, and that both support; 3) to satisfy the
Mike Lestina
English Club. He. has recently been personal qualm of apathetic student
appointed associate editor of Con- morale in events of a cultural nature
and 4) to represent the student body
vivio.
as ably as possible.

Lien

Newton

Cochran

The candidate for vice president
of the student senate in the coming
election is Rich Cockran, a sopho
more from Park Rapids majoring in
math, and minoring in phy. ed.

Richter

Virginia Richter proposes on the
problem of Student Commission min
ute a form letter be sent out to find
Rick, a member of Owl fraternity those actually interested in receiving
and the Dragon football team, feels minutes. She also believes records
that he is aware of student needs and of the Student Commission should be

Some itemized details that Bill will
be striving for are; 1) a more uni
versally defined policy on absences
from classes, 2) a more extensive and
effective method of publicity of all
college events, 3) a stricter policy on
academic and disciplinary probation,
and 4) a well-defined, but non-ex
clusive hazing policy.
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2,504 Foot Network

Steampipes,
,N
Use Campus Tunnels

Academic Integrity, Discipline
Are Conduct Committee Concern
1. The student must be protected
rent committee does. These functions
include hearing complaints brought from arbitrary action.
2. The student must benefit from
by personnel deans or other bodies
and hearing appeals of students his experience as a learning situation
whose cases have previously been in terms of his self-control and re
handled by a personnel dean. The sponsibility to the college community.
Committee conducts hearings in most
3. If punishment or discipline is
cases of suspension and dismissal.
called for, the action should be ap
propriate to the particular rule in
The general philosophy of the Stu fraction, yet strong enough so that
dent Conduct Committee can be set the student learns from the experi
ence.
down in six points:
4. The whole experience must be
rehabilitative for the student.
5. Depending on circumstances, the
student's individual welfare must be
related to the general welfare of the
total community.
6. Each case should be handled
ment should establish a program^ 6f on its own merits.
by Jeff Burrill
public work for the unemployed, is
The Committee has very few arbi
"Join the Navy and See the the subject and the debators must trary and standing rules, and it tries
be prepared to establish either a not to be legalistic in the handling
World."
Surely 'you've heard that catchy negative or affirmative view of it. of cases. The student is given a fair
line which attempts to lure prospec
The M.S.C. debate team meets opportunity to present his case, and
tive servicemen into the Navy with every Monday evening and members the Committee tries to interpret his
the promise of travel. Well, some Doug Johnson, Rich Jamison, Audrey motivation.
students at Moorhead State College Shepard, Chris Myron, Diane BergeThe proposed student conduct po
have discovered a means of avoiding son, Mabel Phillips, Tom Baldwin,
the armed forces while still touring Anthony Jones, Bill Jasper, Gerald licy also calls for the Committee to
the country. These students are mem Wolf and coach Dr. Barefield will enforce academic integrity. The
school takes a strong stand against
bers of the debate team.
gladly welcome any students with an cheating, and the new policy demands
Before the revitalizing Christmas interest and talent in speaking to
stricter enforcement against it.
vacation, Mr. Barefield's crew com attend.
The Student Conduct Committee
peted in tournaments in Kearney,
is now a standing committee of the
Nebraska and Vermillion, South Da
student senate. It is probable that its
kota.
present membership will stand until
Then, since the beginning of Win
next fall in order to facilitate the
ter Quarter, Mankato has hosted the
turnover in the student government.
debators. Future plans include a
jaunt to Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Five
Members of the committee are ap
The Moorhead State College Cam
students will be sent there to debate
pus School Senior Band is one of pointed by the college president. Cur
while others may compete in one of
two high school bands in Minnesota rently serving on the committee are:
numerous individual events such as
selected by audition to perform to Mr. MacLeod—Chairman, Dr. Burchoriginal oratory, after dinner speak
day (Friday) in Minneapolis at a ard, Dean Dux, Dr. R. Hanson, Dr.
ing, oral interpretation, or a selection
Minnesota Music Educators' Confer- King, Dr. Koechel, Fran Delaney, and
of other topics.
Dorothy Donley.
For the spring, a trip to Tacoma,
Under the direction of Dr. Jerold
Washington has been tentatively sche
duled. Here the debate team hopes A. Sundet, the band will play a con
to obtain a charter membership in a cert in the grand ballroom of the
Radisson Hotel before an expected
Forensics Society.
Debating at M.S.C. starts in the 1,100 conference delegates, and will
South Plaza
fall and continues till the end of the also be rehearsed and conducted in
a clinic program by Dr. Donald Mc1621 South University Drive
of competition is not set up as is Ginnis of Ohio State University, one FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
the case with athletic teams. On the of the conference speakers.

One of the new student govern
ment constitution's revisions will take
place in the Student Conduct Com
mittee. The proposed change is that
the membership consist of a chair
man, 4 faculty members, and 4 stu
dents rather than the present 6:2
ratio. This is designed to give the
students a greater voice in student
conduct affairs.
The reconstituted committee will
have the same functions as the cur

Traveling Debaters May
Compete At Tacoma
Students brave 10 below weather above tunnel complex
by Mike Grieve
but the idea was rejected because of
the dangers posed by the proximity
About 18 inches below the grounds of the steam pipes and the obstruc
of MSC is a 2,504 feet long complex tions caused by numerous water
of tunnels.
mains.
But they aren't for us.
Dean Herring stated that the build
We'll have to stay up above and ing of tunnels for strictly pedestrian
make our way through icy wintei use is now against the policy of the
blasts and snow and all the rest of Department of Administration of
State Colleges.
those miseries.
The tunnels, which join each build
ing on campus are approximately 5
feet wide and 7 feet high. They're
warm too. In winter their tempera
ture approaches 90 degrees.

Students at Bemidji State are pre
sently enjoying the benefits of tunnuels but new buildings on that camp
us are no longer being equiped with
the convenience either.

They weren't however, designed foi
Tunnels at the University of Min
pedestrians. The purpose of the tun nesota, which were formerly open to
nels is to house the 12 inch, 100 pedestrian access, have also been
pound pressure steam mains used in closed.
heating the buildings.
So—pull your cap down, your col
Employment of the tunnels for lar up and freeze, with a smile on
student traffic has been considered your face.

I

V

\

MSC High Band
At State Meet

LOHN OPTICIANS

contrary, invitations can be sent or
accepted at any time.
Every August the subject to be
debated is distributed among the
colleges of the nation. This year
"Resolve; that the Federal Govern

I--1

A total of 98 students are enrolled
in the instrumental music program at
the Campus School. 42 are members
of the second or Cadet Band and 56
are on the personnel roster of the
Senior Band.

COMPLETE OPTICAL
SERVICE
CONTACT LENSES
REPAIRS

NDSU Presents the

GASLIGHT

Ph. 235-5185

SINGERS

Friday, February 26

COMPARE!

8:30 P.M.
FESTIVAL HALL
m

$1.00 - $2.50

—I |

Tickets at Memorial Union Information Desk
PIPED IN MUSIC

if

TRUST YOUR FUTURE TO THESE MEN

Steampipes bask in 90 degree heat underground
OUR NEW NEW

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.
421 First Avenue
Moorhead
Phone 233-1941

Carved6

Stop at the sign!
Time and Temperature at
a Glance
. . The Sign
of Complete
Modern

"l;....1—...-.-1—

Behold CATHEDRAL - slen
der, pure, impressively differ
ent! It's but one of the ultra
new Dream Diamonds by
ArtCarved. From $150.

.... T "ra.. -

AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

Banking
Service

Dream Diamond Rings

TEMPERATURE

American State Bank
"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Bank"
Member of F.D.I.C.

DAVE TORSON

DON SETTER

20 Years Experience in Western States Life Insurance Co.
Call AD 2-2455 or write Box 831, Fargo, North Dakota
OVER A MILLION DOLLARS OF LIFE INSURANCE
IN FORCE ON M.S.C. GRADUATES

(dflflarlinson
Cjtwtlan St Silversmiths
POUATM »T«eiT AT CCNTCft AVtNU«

MOORHEAD. MINNESOTA

Authorized i\rt(ja.rved Jewels!
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Alumni Association Offers
Insurance Plan To Grads
by Mary Malmberg
Moorhead State College's Alumni
Association now provides an insur
ance plan for graduating seniors and
former graduates of MSC. The plan
is under the direction of Western
States Life Insurance Company of
Fargo, North Dakota and guarantees
five basic benefits.
The plan assures the holder $10,000 for his beneficiary in the event
of the holder's death. No premiums
need to be paid if the policy-holder
is disabled. The policy provides for
$20,000 for the beneficiary on acci
dental death and $60,000 additional
permanent insurance.
Retirement
oenefits are also provided.

Insurance Report, the world's largest
policyholder's reporting s e r v i c e .
Best's Insurance Report, a recognized
authority on life insurance companies
also says of Western States, "Its af
fairs are directed by capable insur
ance executives and have been well
managed with due regard to the in
terest of the policyholders . . . The
results achieved by this company
have been very favorable. In our
opinion it has substantial over-all
margins for contingencies."

Representatives of the company,
Mr. Dave Torson and Mr. Don Setter,
will explain the benefits and other
specifics about the Alumni program
in individual interviews with gradu
ating seniors, according to Mr. Dewey
Other points of benefit to the Possehl, Alumni president. Mr. TorThe plan can be put in force the first son and Mr. Setter have 20 years of
WORD FROM WASHINGTON on Lincoln s Birthday was brought to the MSC Campus by Rep. Clark policy-holder are included in the plan, experience in working on campus
MacGregor of Plymouth, Minn, (second from right) Friday. MacGregor, who represents Anoka County and year with no deposit needed. No with graduating classes.
Hennepin County outside Minneapolis and is mentioned as a possible Republican opponent for Sen. Walter medical examination is required if
Mondale in 1966, was the main speaker at a Lincoln Day Dinner in Kise Commons sponsored by the Clay the applicant is in good health. In
Interviews and further information
County Young Republican League. The attraction at a faculty reception and punch party, sponsored before case of permanent disability, the may be obtained by writing to: Spec
the dinner by the Moorhead State College Republican Club, MacGregor is shown above at the reception with Dr. holder would continue to receive ial College Plan, Box 711, Moorhead,
Allen Erickson (right), faculty adviser for the club, and three club members deft to right): Jane Titterington of $10,000 without further premium Minnesota.
Pillager, Minn.; Julie Noble of Fargo and Doug Johnson of Marietta, Minn., club president. (Fargo Forum Photo) payment. The plan is paid up in full
when the policy-holder reaches age
65; there are no further deposits. The
program also includes, in case of
accidental death, an
additional
The Ultimate in Fine
$10,000 to the beneficiary. If the
Barbering Service
holder is married, the whole family
can be covered with no further in
We Cater To College
crease of premium no matter how
Students
many children there may be.
Rep. Clark MacGregor, R-Minn., zation of American, Philippine, British
Charging that Nasser is supporting
For Appointment Call Us
Western States Life Insurance
who won his Army commission work and Australian servicemen who had the Communist-inspired rebellions in
at
ing with Office of Strategic Services gained experience in guerrilla warfare the Congo, MacGregor said the 1963 Company has been in existence since
235-9442
in Burma, Northwest Laos and South as trainers and advisers in South Viet act specifies that the President shall 1930 and is considered one of the
Broadway and N.P. Ave.
west China in World War II, Friday Nam.
stop foreign aid to any country that fastest growing companies in the up
sharply criticized administration fail
He said the lessons learned by the is actively seeking the overthrow of per Midwest. Western has received
Fargo, North Dakota
an "Excellent" rating from Dunne's
Allies in Burma in World War II and governments we are supporting.
ures in Asia and Africia.

vie

MacGregor Visits Moorhead;
Criticizes Failures In Asia

Main speaker at a Lincoln Day
Dinner on the MSC Campus Friday,
sponsored by the Clay County Young
Republican league, MacGregor said
President Johnson's recent State of
the Union Message indicated he has,
and is, turning a deaf ear to foreign
affairs.
"We have found no courageous
foreign programs being developed.
We have found no over-all foreign
policy being developed," charged the
tall representative from Minnesota's
3rd District (Anoka County and Hen
nepin County outside Minneapolis),
who is being mentioned as a possible
1966 opponent for Democratic Sen.
Walter Mondale.
Referring to alternative Southeast
Asia policy suggestions made by Re
publicans in Congress over the past
two years, MacGregor said. "I firmly
believe, if they had been accepted,
we wouldn't be in the position we
are now."
He noted that his own specific
suggestions made last June and based
on his personal experiences in World
War II working with villagers in
Southeast Asia had been ignored by
the administration.
He had called then for better utili

EUROPE

later against the Communists in the
Philippines and Malaya have not been
applied in the Viet Nam conflict. He
added that developments the past
week indicate it now may be too late.
MacGregor called last June, also,
for flat rejection by the President and
our U.N. representatives of all talk
of withdrawal or neutralization and
greater use of fiercely independent
hill people throughout Southeast Asia
in clandestine operations outside
South Viet Nam against Red supply
lines.
Stating he has been proud that
Republican congressmen have not en
gaged in any carping criticism of the
President's actions this week in Viet
Nam, MacGregor noted that it has
been Democrats in Congress like Sen.
Mike Mansfield of Montana and Sen.
Ernest Gruening, Alaska, that have
called this week for running up the
white flag.
In overturning this week an earlier
decision of the House to prohibit
further aid to Egyptian Premier Abdal
Nasser, MacGregor said the President
and Democratic leaders in Congress
have violated a specific provision of
the Foregin Assistance Act of 1963
and misjudged the American people.

IN

1965

STUDENT TOURS
IN CO-OPERATION WITH AMERICANS ABROAD, AMER
ICA'S LARGEST STUDENT TOUR COMPANY.

While 78 Democratic Congressmen
agreed on Jan. 26 that aid to Nasser
should be halted, the Minnesotan said
the President, "for reasons best known
to him, asked for a free hand to
strengthen the Egyptian government
and his overwhelming congressional
majorities fell into line."
On Feb. 9, 41 House Democrats
changed their votes on this issue and
voted to continue aid.
"He (the President) says to jump
and they jump . . . This was the
President's 'Operation Arm Twist'
utilized to its fullest power . . It gives
me great optimism for Republican
chances in 1966," MacGregor said.
Stale Sen. William Dosland of
Moorhead, C-Clay and Wilkin, was
the master of ceremonies at the din
ner. Dr. Hiram Drache, Concordia
College history professor, presented
"A Tribute to Abraham Lincoln."
(reprinted from Fargo Forum)

•enneui
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D O W N T O W N

F A R G O

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

cordially invite you to attend

THURSDAY, FEB. 25th
7:30 p.m. — at Penney's
DOOR PRIZES

# FREE GIFTS

Refreshments will be served

Delivery Via

JIGGS
MOBILE OVEN

J;MS

Something new has been added! The friendly Perkins Pancake House
is now serving Jiggs' Flavor Crisp Fried Chicken and tasty Pizza -

EUROPE — 10 Countries — Sightseeing — Hotel — Meals
47 Days
Round Trip by Ship from New York $1072.00

every bit as good as the waffles and pancakes. Come in and try them

EUROPE - 17 Countries - (Including Scandanavia)

and see our new addition. Perkins Pantry, seating 45 and available

75 Days

Round Trip by Ship from New York

for large groups or private parties.

Including Hotels - Meals - Sightseeing
Only - $1598.00
EUROPE - 14 Countries - (Including Ireland, Spain, and
Portugal — All Europe)
52 Days

Open 6:30 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.
Serving Pizza from 5:00 P.M. 'til closing every day of the week.

Including Hotels, Meals, and Sightseeing
By Ship — $1426.00
ROUND-TRIP AIR IS LESS

Dependable Tours
CALL

or

WRITE

REED TRAVEL
305 BROADWAY

Mon - Sat. — 5 P.M. - 1 A.M.

AGENCY

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

Sun. — 4 P.M. - 11 P.M.
Phone 235-7591 - 235-7592

Pancake House
209 Broadway • Fargo
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Sig Taus Erect
J. C. Sculpture

Four post-rushees were formally pledged into the Alpha Delta Pi
sorority on Tuesday, February 16. They were Kathy Buck of Cannon Falls,
Minn., Pamela Hagen of Crookston, Arlene Nelson of Pelican Rapids and
Hazel Yliniemi of Menahga, Minn.
The pledges of Alpha Delta Pi gave the actives a Valentine party
on Friday, Feb. 12.
«

«

»

Post nishee Kathy Schwankle was formally pledged into Gamma Phi
Beta sorority on Tuesday, Feb. 16.
o

o

o

Alpha Lambda Epsilon sorority initiated Mrs. Evett, advisor, Joan
Rinke of Wheaton, Sue Morvig of Crookston and Vaughn Fassett of East
Grand Forks into their honorary membership on Sunday, Feb. 14.
The Lambs have been fixing up their new room this past week,
which is located in the Dahl Hall basement.
The Lambs also announce the engagement of Sue Shield to Stu
Uggen, TKE.
9

0

0

Psi Delta Kappa entertained the Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity and
its pledges at a Valentine's Day tea held Feb. 12, in the sorority room.
«*
O
0
The Delta Zeta pledges entertained the DZ actives and members
of Tau Kappa Epsilon at a Valentine Party held Sunday evening, Feb. 14
at Dahl Hall.

Placement Interviews
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Mr. Bernard A. Larson of Bloomington, Minnesota — 9:00 to 12:00
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Mr. Samuel Simpson of Rialto, California — 9:00 to 5:00
Mr. Richard Barnhart of Grand Forks, North Dakota — 9:30 - 5:00
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Mr. Orlaf Hylle of the United States General Accounting Office —
9:00 - 5:00
Mr. John Ranker of Elgin, Illinois — 9:00 - 3:00
Mr. James Pappas of Fridlev, Minnesota — 9:30 - 11:30
For more details and appointments, please see the Placement Bureau.
Werner E. Brand
Director of Placement

Former Garage To House
Special Education Dept.
The College garage located east of
Flora Frick Hall is presently being
converted into a Special Education
and Remedial Reading Clinic. Ac
cording to Administrative Dean Earl
Herring the $95,000 remodelling pro
ject will be completed in late April.
The main floor will have special
education facilities for mental testing,
speech correction and hearing.
A general office, 3 faculty offices,
4 speech therapy rooms, a testing
room, a seminar room, and a general
classroom will be located there.
Student observation will be made
possible through one-way glass which
is to be installed between the seminar
room and classroom and also between
two of the testing rooms.
Facilities on the lower floor will be
primarily for remedial reading.
It will contain one faculty office,
9 small individual reading rooms, a
large reading practice room which
can also serve as a classroom, and a
mechanical room for equipment.
There will also be a hearing examina-

tion room and a hearing control room
which will be joined by a public
address system.
Special Education facilities are pre
sently housed in the basement of
Dahl Hall and the Remedial Reading
department is located on the first
floor of MacLean Hall.

Dr. Eugene L. Oakley
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined — Classes Fitted

CONTACT LENSES
Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

Minnesota Jaycees arriving in Moor
head last weekend for the annual
Distinguished Service Awards conven
tion were greeted by a gigantic snow
sculpture in downtown Moorhead.
The sculpture, a huge block wall
with the letters DSA carved into it,
was constructed by members of the
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity at MSC.
Aided by the Moorhead Jaycees
and Moorhead Firemen in the pro
ject, several of the fraternity members
worked throughout the night to com
plete the structure. It is located on
Center Awenue between the City
Hall and F-M Hotel.
The fraternity had previously won
first place in the snow sculpture con
EIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC SKIERS - Part of the group of 50 MSC'ers who test at Moorhead State College as a
enjoyed skiing at Detroit Mountain Sunday. Pictured at far right with part of Abominable Snowman Week.
students above is Dean of Students Henry Dux.
Their winning entry featured Snoopy
and Linus from the comic strip pea
nuts.

Students, Faculty Enjoy
All-College Ski-Trip
.The MSC "Schuss Dragons" ski
club sponsored all-college ski-trip on
Sunday had a little of everything.
Included were some thrills, some
chills and some spills.
The prime attributes of the sucessful trip, however, were the favor
able weather conditions and the fifty
enthusiastic MSC skiers who made
this years trip.
Leaving MSC at 9 a.m. Sunday,
the group upon arrival at Detroit
Mountain spent the morning hours
in instructing the 25 beginners who
made their initial trip, in the techni
ques of skiing. Before the contingent
left the Detroit Lakes ski-area at 5
p.m., some of the beginners were
nearing the point of teaching the "ex
perienced" a few tricks of the trade.
A sprained ankle and torn liga
ments of the knee suffered by two
MSC students apparently didn't en
tirely frighten away the beginners
enthusiasm. Fargo sophomore Jan
Warner, back of her feet Monday,
joined the ski-club and anxiously in
quired as to the date of the next
trip, hoping she would not miss it.
Joining the fifty students, who
traveled in two Northern Transit
charter buses, were Dean of Students
Henry A. Dux, Dean of Women Ei
leen Hume and Art Department In
structor, Mr. Jack Youngquist.
The Schuss Dragons, whose mem
bership is approximately 30, holds
several ski trips each year. President
Jon Rusten stated that the club is
planning a weekend trip to Sugar
Hills near Grand Rapids and a pos
sible trip to Colorado during the quar
ter break. Other officers of Schuss
Dragons are; vice-president Dave

ROLLER SKATING
EVERY WED., FRI., SAT., AND SUN. NITE
Hear our talented organist play on a
REAL LIVE PIPE ORGAN
Plan a private party for your College Group
Call 233-2494

BUDS ROLLER RINK

Moorhead's East Side on Hwy. 10

For an afternoon or evening of fun play

MINATURE GOLF
Second floor of Greyhound Bus Station
Fargo
Open every day Noon — Midnite
Special prices to College Groups

A RT A
ND
H E A T R E

Call CE 3-2494
BUDS INDOOR GOLF AND DRIVING RANGE

Starting TODAY 7:15-9:30
"ONE OF THE BEST!"
Life Magazine

Flowers for all
occasions

"The
purest
kind of
movie-making
...A work of art."

BRIGGS FLORAL
Phone 233-1373

Newsweek

Meet Your Friends At

CARS FOR SALE

1963 Volkswagen Sunroof, WSW,
excellent condition. Contact Mr. Clint
Miller, secretary, Ginny Richter and Stacy, Kise Commons.
1956 Chevrolet, Contact Diane Disse.
Treasurer Bob Skaug.
Meetings are held every Thursday Phone 233-8198
afternoon at 4 o'clock in MacLean
127. Students are welcome to attend
Jim Shasky
Rube Beyer
the meetings and are encouraged to
DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP
join the club. "Not only will we have
PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
more fun, by enlarging our member
Dial 233-3581
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
ship, but we will also be able to
Tuesday through Saturday
ski at reduced group rates, if our
Free Parking in Back
membership continues to grow." stat
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
ed Rusten.

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST!"
"Hilarious! Sentimental!
Performed with
Unbridled Gusto!" -r™
"Loren and Mastroianni are
Superb!"
-N. Y.

Times

—The New Yorker

WOLD DRUG
Joseph E. Levine
Sophia
Marcello

Next to COMSTOCK Hotel

presents

1

Loren
Mastroianni
mm
DIRECTED BY SHIRLEY CLARKE
PRODUCED BY FREDERICK WISEMAN
MUSIC BY MAL WALDRON FEATURING DIZZY GILLESPIE
A CINCMA^/l1'HKSKNTATION

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON
See At LUNDEEN, Owner
DIAMOND SPECIALIST
Registered Jeweler
RING

WE DO OUR
TERMS . . .
60S N.P. AVE.
40

American Gem Society

DESIGNING - REPAIRING
DIAMOND SETJING
OWN WORK
DIAL 23S-4S63
FARGO, N. D.

STEPS FROM BROADWAY
ON N.P. AVE.

"THE COOL WORLD"
Friday, Feb. 19 thru Thursday, Feb. 25
Reg. Price
ADULTS .85

With Coupon
.65

- GRAND THEATRE -

~l

M

Marriage
Italian
Style

An Embassy Pictures Release

MOORHEAD

1"JL
T H E A T R E .
SHOWS 7:20-9:15

m Color

Starts m
Wednesday Feb. 24th
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Matmen Meet IVSC; Cagers At rCloud
Dragons Host
Winona State

Risk NIC Log
Against SCSC

By Larry Scott

by Larry Larson

Brash Winona State College, with
a roster overflowing with returning
lettermen, invades Nemzek Hall to
night to meet Moorhead State Col
lege's resurging wrestlers at 7:30.
The Dragons, sharing moments of
glory and despair in the current mat
campaign, will meet a aggression of
budding wrestling respectiability.
Winona State's credentials are
most impressive. Graduating only one
letterman, 177-pound Pat Flasherty,
the Warriors list nine returning mono
gram winners oon their roster.
Last year, the Warriors placed
fourth in Northern Intercollegiate ac
tion behind Mankato State, Moorhead
State and St. Cloud State. This year,
Winona stands 11-0-1.
Upstart
Winona
dumped
St.
Cloud earlier this year, a team that
handled the Dragons with comparitively shocking ease. The Huskies
tripped MSC 23-9.
Listed on visiting Winona roster
include such performers as Merle
Sovereign, Larry Marchionda, Perry
King, John Zwolinski and many other.
Sovereign, was second in the NAIA
tournament in 1964 and qualified for
the Olympic trials but didn't com
pete. Sovereign, listed as a 157pounder, was second in the NIC last
year.
Marchionda, from Penn Yon, N.Y.,
is a two-year letterwinner. Placing
third in the powerful NIC the past
two years, Marchionda has been used
in both the 115 and 123-pound class.
A native from a hotbed of Minne
apolis high school wrestling, King,
placed third loop competition last
year. King is expected to be used at
130.
Also mentioned on the Warriors
roster is John Zwolinski, a heavy
weight transfer from Canisius U.
Zwolinski was National YMCA cham
pion, sectional champion two years
in New York as well as state "Y"
titlist in the empire state.
Mat mentor Robert Gunner is en
joying his finest season at WSC. Gun
ner, with a bcakground of Big Ten
wrestling laurels, guided Winona.
State to a 5-7 mark last year, and a
ninth-place finish in the National
Association of Intercollegiate Ath
letics (NAIA) tournament.
Moorhead State enters tonight's fray
with a 6-3 record, a Wednesday night
victor over Superior State of Wiscon
sin, 25-3. Against Superior State, the
visiting Dragons amassed five de
cisions and a pair of pins against only
one defeat.
Dragons winning on decisions in
cluded John Morley, 4-1, over Tony
Leonardo; Rick Kelvington, 6-2, over
Tom Thompson; Rick Stuyvesant, 4-2,
over the Charles McCreary; Raphael
Gonshorowski, 3-0, over Willie Falwell and Dick Miller, 11-3, over Joe
Reasbeck.
Bob Billberg kept his untarnished
record with a pin against Superior's
Jim Gratehouse.
Henry Conley, a notorius late start
er, continued his recent mat success
with a pin of Yellowjacket Herb
Schutt at the 5:06 mark: The only
Dragon defeat was in 177-pound
bracket where Lorell Lundy whipped
M-State's Dave Sundahl 8-0.

Moorhead State will use a mul
titude of things—with revenge at the
top of the list—in hopes of gaining
their first league basketball champion
ship in the 32-year history of the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference
tomorrow night, at St. Cloud.
The Dragons primary problem
Saturday night is Eastman Hall's
gymnasium. Opponents, you see,
don't normally win there. Until Man
kato stopped the Huskies one month
ago, it had been nine years since
St. Cloud lost a conference game at
home.
One coach shuddered when asked,
"How do you beat St. Cloud in East
man Hall?" "That crowd is right on
top of you," he said. "And the heat
in there . . . well, the only way to
do it is not make any mistakes. That's
what we've got to hope for," he re
plied.
St. Cloud coach Marlowe "Red"
Severson agrees the home floor pro
vides a slight advantage, but he
quickly points to the Huskies' road
record. We've won over 70 per cent
of our road games in the past few
years," he said, "so you can see we
don't thrive only at home."
"The big thing with our teamespecially this year — is cohesion.
We've had a lot of injuries—the most
serious when we lost Mike Forrest
for the year with ligament strain. But
these kids have picked up the slack
every time. They delight in playing
with each other."
But Moorhead coach Larry Mac
Leod is quick to add, "Our kids have
exceeded everything we've asked of
them. There's no reason to think that
we can't go all the way now."
To prepare for what one might
call the psychological factors that
confront opponents at Eastman Hall,
Coach MacLeod held a practice ses
sion in the Flora Frick Hall gymna
sium on Wednesday, a site similar
to that of the cozy confines of East
man Hall.
Both teams are currently wrapped
in a 7-1 deadlock for the league lead.
Tomorrow night's victor will be as
sured of at least a share of the cham
pionship as only one game remains
on the schedule for both squads. St.
Cloud is at Michigan Tech and Moor
head is the host of Mankato next
Saturday.
St. Cloud turned back the Dragons
54-52 in their first meeting at Moor
head and now owns a six-game win
ning streak. Meanwhile, MSC has a
seven-game win streak and owns an
over-all mark of 18-2; St. Cloud is
15-6 on the season.
Both teams scoring shows that they
delight in playing with each other.
The Huskies have four starters in
double figures, headed by 6-foot-8
"Issy" Schmiesing's 16.2. Schmiesing,
incidentally, has an incredible 60 per
cent shooting average from the field.
MSC also has four of its starters
averaging in double figures. These
four cagers have at one time or an
other hit the 20-point mark in a
game, including Pete Lysaker, Jim
Jahr, Jerry Hegna and Wally Hal
bakken.
Coach Severson will probably start
the following Huskies tomorrow
night: Forwards—Dave Linehan (6-3)
and John Daggett (6-5); centerSchmiesing (6-8); guards-Terry Port
er (6-1) and Tom Abram (6-0).
Coach MacLeod will most likely
stick with his same starting unit.
That means that co-captains Lysaker
and Halbakken will be stationed at
the forward posts; Jahr will once
again be at center with co-captain
Hegna and Don Wermager ready to
man the backcourt spots.
Expected to see heavy reserve du
ty is forward Hans Borstad and
"Cactus" Warner.
Over the past week, Moorhead
State recorded conference conquests
over Mankato State, Michigan Tech
and Bemidji State.

Dragon Director

Bill Garland

One of the many reasons for the vastly improved Dragon cage squad is battling Wally Halbakken, fight
ing for an errant basketball against Mankato State. Halbakken, back in school after a year's absence, scored
26 points against Bemidji State Tuesday, a career high for the Pelican Rapids' export.

Intramural Basketball Season Closes
reported but it appears that either chalk up two more victorys to move
the Yellowbellies, or the Animals will their record to 5-1 and a chance for
Intramural basketball at Moorhead be the leagues representative in the the tournament bid.
State beads into the final week of upcoming tourney.
In the National branch of the inregular season action next week, as
dependant league, only three games
In
action
over
the
past
week,
the
the four leagues battle for first place
were played with the Tigers, Mus
honors, and the right to move on in Animals won once and lost twice to tangs, and Vikings posting victories,
put their league leading record in
to tournament play.
as they downed the Sharpshooters,
According to latest reports, the jeopardy. They managed to down Clubfeet, and Meatballs respectively.
their
closest
rival,
the
Yellowbellies,
only league to already have complet
In the Fraternity league, the Owl
ed action is the Independent Ameri by a 62-45 margin, but lost to the B team continues to lead the league
can laegue. At the time of this story, Purple Gang and the Monsoons.
with an undefeated record. Last week
The Pokey Pants also managed to the Owl juniors received a forfeit
however, all the scores have not been
from the Sig Tau B team.
The senior addition of the Owl
fraternity also received a forfeit from
the Sinfoniaans, to remain a close
second in the league race, losing only
once, that to the league leaders.
By Larry Scott, Sports Editor
The Sig Tau A team received a
third forfeit over the week, when
CLOSE QUARTERS — Word was received this week, advising Moorhead
the Iota Alpha team conceeded vic
State College students that it is unlikely there will be seats for Dragon
tory. Meanwhile the Teke B team
followers for tomorrow's vital conference clash between Moorhead State
split a pair of games over the week,
and St. Cloud State, at antiquated Eastman Hall.
tripping the Sinfonians 38-25, and
Eastman Hall, which has the same dimensions as Flora Frick, is
losing at the hands of the R.A.T.'s
expected to provide no room for the hundreds of MSC students who were 47-33.
planning to invade Huskie territory Saturday.
With one week of play remaining
It was hoped for and anticipated that St. Cloud's new gymnasium in the dormitory league, it appears
would be finished in time for the Dragon-Huskie clash, but the Huskies that the Stags, undefeated after six
will not be able to use their new athletic facilities till next fall.
starts, are a shoe-in for title honors,
With a deluge of Huskie fans breathing down the Dragons' necks, and the Braves losing only to the
M-State conquest hopes will seriously be hampered. A hoped for large Stags, are a cinch for the number
Dragon delegation seems a remote possibility now, for it is certain that two spot in the league standings.
when the contest starts tomorrow, not an extra spectator could be squeezed
in, even with a shoehorn.
by Jim Buchan

Dragon Along

JUNIOR VARSITY — Coach Ross Fortier's junior edition of the Dragon
cagers closes its season next Tuesday when the JV's travel to Valley City
State to meet the Viking frosh.
The Moorhead junior varsity will bring an 7-9 record into Tuesday's
tilt, having bowed before Bemidji State' freshmen last Tuesday.
Fortier is expected to start Fred Dierks (Park Rapids) and Don
McDowell (Park Rapids) at forwards, Mike Hopkins (Staples) at center, and
Hank Riehm (St. Paul Monroe) along with Steve Tomljanovich (CrosbyIronton) at the guards.
JOTTINGS — Hans Borstad, who started the opening games for the Dragon
cagers this fall and who has been a top reserve for coach Lary MacLeod's
club ever since, he decided to forfeit another year of basketball eligibility.
Borstad, one of three Detroit Lakes' products on the Dragon cage squad,
has another year of athletic eligibility left but has decided to forfiet it
and graduate this spring.

HOUSE OF PIZZA
DELIVERY SERVICE

310 Center Ave.
233-6181
A SPECIAL
Every Day

WOOD'S CAFE
915 Main — Moorhead

Dr. Robert Nelson
DENTIST

404V2 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
233-1564
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A College Rises Out Of Ruins

|

I

The Burning Of ' Old Main"
by Sharon Sundre, Associate Editor

In 1888 a building stood alone on
the prairie. For 42 years it cast its
shadow across a tract of land that
was gradually being molded into a
college campus. Then, on a winter
night in 1930, after witnessing the
establishment of an institution, the
gabled structure surrendered to
flames.

mediately teimed "the most com
modious and handsome structure in
the Northwest."

Additions were made to this origin
al building on two occasions. In 1901,
the library and gymnasium became
part of the school, and in 1913, Moor
head Normal School added the Train
ing School, now known as the Cam
Its official title was Main Building pus School.
and Training School, but it was never
By 1930, the campus also included
really known by any name other than
Weld Hall, which housed the depart
"Old Main."
ments of industrial arts, home eco
Old Main was the first established nomics and music, and the two dormi
unit of the original Moorhead Normal tories, Comstock Hall and Wheeler
School; the same institution that Hall.
would become known as Moorhead
One of the most dramatic moments
State Teachers College, and finally,
nearly 70 years later, Moorhead State in the history of the college occured
on February 9, 1930, when the wail
College.
of a fire siren disrupted the usual
Appropriations amounting to more calm of a Sunday night and called
than $65,000 had been set aside by attention to a catastrophe which de
the Minnesota State Legislature of scended on Old Main and left in its
1887 to cover the cost of construc wake only the jagged outline of a
tion and maintenance of the Normal crumbled wall and the blackened
School. Six acres of land were donated mass of the wreckage of a once fine
to the project by S. G. Comstock, building.
pioneer legislator, and construction
The fire was discovered by N. E.
of the building was begun in the sum
mer of 1887, to be completed in the Eckberg, chief engineer of the col
lege, when he made his regular 9:00
early fall of the following year.
•*"
'•-S5.V
•_ .
p.m. inspection of the buildings. The
*
*
' >
.> ' ,
"
%"
Old Main made its first appearance cause of the fire was a short in the
as an impressive, three-story struc main fuse box, located behind the Spectators survey smoulding ruins of Old Main and its additions. Loss of
building was estimated at $75,000.
ture which measured 180 feet in boiler room and next to a large wood
length by 70 feet in width. Kasota en ventilating shaft which ran to the
stone and brick were used as mate top of the building. When the fuse tire college education. It was later
Students in the Training School re named for the president and built on
rials in the building which was im- box shorted and caught fire, this discovered that his notebook was in sumed classes in two of six houses the site of Old Main.
the burning building.
purchased by the Alumni Association
Following the fire, a plan was de
to serve as classrooms until other
Loss of Old Main and its additions facilities could be built. Plans were veloped to preserve the triple arch
was estimated at $75,000. Fortunate made to have all the houses in use way, all that remained of Old Main,
ly, no lives were lost, although two by the following week. Textbooks as a college shrine. They were deem
firemen were slightly injured in the were loaned to the Training School ed unsafe to stand in their damaged
excitement of the fire.
by the Moorhead Public Schools un condition, however, and were dis
mantled with the rest of the ruins.
On Monday afternoon, a mass meet til new ones could arrive from the
publishers.
ing was held in Weld Auditorium.
The memory of Old Main is still
Begun as always with the singing of
Moorhead State Teachers College preserved by the three arches hav
the Alma Mater, the keynote was appeared to be back in business.
ing been incorporated into the offi
"Forward!" as faculty, students and
cial college seal of MSC.
community leaders greeted speakers
After the rubble which was once
who outlined plans for carrying on Old Main was cleared away, construc
Thus, the first building of the col
the work of the college.
tion began on its successor. In 1931, lege will always be a part of its
classes were held for the first time
At the head of it all was President in MacLean Hall; the building was great tradition. The building still
stands alone on the prairie.
JEJEJE J
JY;
MacLean, emphasizing that the "bet
:M..MJ
ter than just good enough" spirit
which had permeated the whole insitution would continue on into the
rebuilding of Moorhead State Teach
Old Main as it appeared in 1907 after the addition of the library and ers College.
gymnasium. In 1913 the Training School, now known as the Campus School,
Dr. Byron G. Murray, Director of
became part of the college.
Graduate Studies at MSC, commented
in an address entitled "Traditions at
shaft acted as a chimney up which
In an article which appeared in Moorhead State College" that "an
the flames shot to the top of the the February 14, 1930 issue of the onlooker was tempted to mutter that
building, where they broke out in a MiSTiC, student Myrtle Nelson de it looked more like a pep meeting
fierce red glow east of the "Roost" scribes how ". . . with a resounding than a funeral service over the de
of the Owl Fraternity under the high, crash the entire library floor, shelves, struction of the campus by fire."
gabled roof.
books, tables, and all fell into the
The departing crowd was said to
hungry, billowing flames; millions
Mr. Eckberg tried to put the fire of sparks and volumes of flames arose have left with the feeling of only a
out, but he could do nothing against from the pit below. We had our last temporary loss. They were confidant
the intense heat of the fire in the look at the library."
that the spirit of the school would
tinder-dry wood.
carry on to a bigger and better fu
In the early stages of the fire, ture.
The usual Sunday night pastimes
of making popcorn and candy were attempts were made to save records
The sum of $25,000 was immedi
interrupted in the nearby dormitories in the registrar's office. This was im ately appropriated by the Executive The jagged outline of crumpled wall; the wreckage of a once fine building.
possible, however, as heat was most
by the siren's whistle.
intense in this part of the building. Council of Minnesota to restore the
college to operation.
Confusion reigned as girls scrambl
As it became apparent that the
ed frantically around trying to pack
Plans were advanced to request
belongings into suitcases and trunks Training School addition would also one million dollars from the legisla
and carry them to the porches. Socks, burn, spectators joined faculty and ture to replace facilities lost in the
handerchiefs and hair ribbons littered students in rescuing records, books fire. The college would have to re
the stairs of Comstock Hall as they and furniture from this part of Old place the Training School, the library,
hurried to save what they could from Main.
many classrooms, executive offices
the advancing flames.
The fire could be seen for miles and the physical education depart
ment, as well as doing immediate
There was immediate concern for around, as it raged "like a big bon
major repairs on the central heat
the safety of the dormitories when it fire." Spectators seemed to adopt the
ing system which was badly damaged
became apparent that the blaze was motto "a front seat in spite of danby the fire.
gei,"
as
bricks
from
the
crumbling
raging out of control in Old Main.
Fortunately, however, the wind was walls fell into the crowd and sparks
Because the heating plant was not
from the northwest and blew the flew dangerously close to clothing. functioning, classes were excused for
glowing cinders out onto the athletic
One spectator, while gazing absor- a week. By the following Monday,
field behind Old Main where no
bedly at the burning roof, felt his workmen laboring around the clock
damage could be done.
head grow warm. Snatching off his had restored the heating plant to use
and classes resinned.
With the safety of their college hat, he found a sizable hole burned
in its crown.
Many compromises had to be
home assured, the girls of Comstock
and Wheeler stared helplessly as the
Desks, chairs and books were care made. The majority of the classes
fire tore at the main building.
fully lifted to second story windows were transferred to Weld Hall, while
of the Training School, then dropped others were held in the dormitories
Expressions of regret were heard twenty feet to the ground below as or the Moorhead Armory. Executive
as the library and its 25,000 volumes, the flames marched toward the addi offices were set up on the first floor
located in the center of Old Main, tion.
of Wheeler Hall and the library, hap
crashed into the inferno. The library
pily reporting the addition of 700 new
A student was heard to comment books, began to rebuild in the sew The memory of Old Main is still preserved by the three arches which
was probably the most valuable and
that the fire was destroying his en ing room of third floor Weld.
best loved part of the building.
have been incorporated into the official college seal.
t
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